
Covenant hull #067.


Bottom paint winter 2016/2017

When we bought Covenant in the spring of 2016 it had an ablative bottom paint.  Since, for the 
short term, we planned to continue to race (Wednesday night beer can and club weekend) and 
cruise Covenant, I chose to use the bottom paint I’ve been using for the last 25 years (VC 
Offshore). Since I’m 60+ years old, I chose not to sand off the old bottom paint, but to have it 
soda blasted.  The yard where I haul my boat recommended a company which I used.




There are two things you may have already noticed, yes the waterline had been raised and the 
bottom was already barrier coated. They did a great job soda blasting the bottom. The boat 
floats with about 2”- 3” of bottom paint showing, which I like.  I think it was raised because the 
replacement motor is a Yanmar 56hp.




There were a couple of problems that appeared after the soda blasting.  The keel had an area 
of filler that came off.


I repaired the areas with West System epoxy and 404 filler.  Notice the long board for fairing the 
keel. Yes, I have racing blood in me, can’t help it.


The other area I repaired was at the through hull fittings.






There was cracking of the original filler. I opened the cracks with a Drummel tool. I used a ball 
shape grinding bit to grind open the cracks and a drum sanding bit to sand the inside of the 
through hull.  Yes I’m a little crazy.





Once these areas were repaired, I sanded the whole bottom with 80 grit and applied two more 
coats of Interlux 2000e barrier coat.


This is after two coats of Interlux 2000e.




Now with this beautiful barrier coat done, I sanded the whole bottom again with 100 grit sand 
paper to apply 2 coats of VC Offshore with a fine roller, about a gallon and a half.




I use the VC Offshore because it’s a hard slick bottom paint. Great for racing and cruising fast. I 
do dive and clean the bottom every week to keep the slime off.  I use one of those brown 
scrubbing pads to clean the bottom. It also removes a little paint so I don’t get paint build up 
which makes it very smooth. I also do not paint every year. I will sail with this finish for three, 
maybe four years, depending how much I start to rub through. I sail on Long Island Sound and 
the boat lives on the hard from mid October until May 1st. Yes the bottom survives relaunch. 
Several of us at Cedar Point Yacht Club use VC Offshore this way.  Interlux does not claim it to 
be a multi season paint.


Larry Romano



